
LIMITED WARRANTY: pIpER pRoDucTs warrants to the original purchaser parts and 
labor for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase. see manufacturer’s complete 
warranty for details.

CSA, UL, NSF.  It is our policy to build equipment which is design certified by 
companies that have been accredited at the Federal Level by the occupational safety  and Health 
Agency (osHA) and ANsI as a National Recognized Testing Laboratory.  These companies 
include csA International, underwriters Laboratories, and the National sanitation Foundation.  
However, a continuing program of product improvement makes it necessary to submit new 
models to the agencies as they are developed.  consequently, all models may not bear the 
appropriate labels at all times.  

We reserve the right to change specifications and product design without notice.  such revisions 
do not entitle buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for 
previously purchased equipment.  Information is not for design purposes.
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SPECIFICATIONS

CABINET: The body and top are of unibody design, constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel panels formed to provide 
rigidity. Heated models (ACS-STH) are insulated on sides and top.

CUP DISPENSER: The unit is fitted with a model ADIF adjustable drop-in cup dispenser (see catalog page D-13 for 
specifications).

SAUCER DISPENSERS: The unit includes two Model AT adjustable, drop-in saucer dispensers. (See page D-9 for 
specifications.) Saucer dia. required when ordering. Max. 6-5/8"

HEATING SYSTEM: The model ACS-STH heating system consists of heating elements of 1500 watt total capacity, 
thermostatically regulated and wired for 120 or 208 volt (as specified) single phase power supply. A recessed control panel is 
complete with on-off switch, neon pilot light, adjustable thermostat and a receptacle for a cord set. A 4' long three wire cord 
set fitted with NEMA 5-15P plug for 120 volt or NEMA 6-15P plug for 208 volt is provided.

CASTERS: Unit is mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty, double ball bearing, swivel casters with non-marking rubber 
tires.
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COMPACT CABINET STYLE, MOBILE

 MODEL ACS-ST

CAPACITY
- Up to 175 cups, approx.
100 to 144 saucers.

COMPACT CABINET STYLE, MOBILE, HEATED

 MODEL ACS-STH

CAPACITY -
Up to 175 cups, approx. 100 to
144 saucers.

Model ACS-ST mobile cup and saucer dispenser.  Model ACS-STH mobile heated cup and saucer dispenser.

Shown with optional wrap-around bumper.

SPECIFICATIONS

CABINET: The body and top are of unibody design, constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel panels formed to provide rigidity.
Heated models (ACS-STH) are insulated on sides and top and lined with zinc coated steel panels.

CUP DISPENSER: The unit is fitted with a model ADIF adjustable drop-in cup dispenser (see catalog page D-13 for specifications).
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CASTERS: Unit is mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty, double ball bearing, swivel casters with non-marking rubber tires.

OPTIONAL ITEMS

HEIGHT 35-1/2"- Other heights available.
Dish guides add 4" to height.
Add 1" to length and width for vertical
bumpers.
Add 2” to length and width for wrap-
around bumpers.

Shipping weight-150

HEIGHT 36''- Other heights available.
 Dish guides add 4'' to height.
Add 1'' to length and width for
vertical bumpers.
Add 2" to length and width for
wrap-around bumpers.

Shipping weight-200

HEATED

E F

36”

 One piece, wrap-around, non-marking vinyl bumper.
(Add 2" to length and width.)

 12'' high vertical bumpers. (Add 1" to length and width.)
 Side panels in laminated plastic in lieu of stainless steel.
 2 rigid casters in lieu of swivel.
 2 casters with brakes.
 5" diameter casters. (Increase height 1”.)
 Casters with polyurethane tires.
 6" high stainless steel legs with adjustable bullet feet.
(Add 1” to height.)

CABINET 
DIMENSIONS

RACK 
SIZE

E   F

 10 x 20 26-1/8 30-1/8 

 14 x 20 26-1/8 30-1/8 

 20 x 20 26-1/8 36-1/8 

VOLTAGE 
SINGLE PH. 

TOTAL  
WATTAGE AMPS 

     120 1500 12.5 

     208 1500 7.2 

Mobile Cup & Glass Dispensers

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

(WB) Two (2) Locking CastersRR

(PB) Perimeter Bumpers (Enclosed Dispensers)RR

(B) Corner BumperRR

(Y4) 4" Polyurethane CastersRR

(Y5) 5" Polyurethane CastersRR

MODEL ACS-ST
CAPACITY
Up to 175 cups, approx.
100 to 144 saucers.

MODEL ACS-STH
CAPACITY 
Up to 175 cups, approx. 100 to
144 saucers.

HEIGHT 36"- Other heights 
available.
Dish guides add 4" to height.
Add 2” to length and width for 
wraparound bumpers.
Shipping weight-150
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VOLTAGE SINGLE 
PH. TOTAL WATTAGE AMPS

120 1500 12.5

208 1500 7.2

HEIGHT 36''- Other heights available.
Dish guides add 4'' to height.
Add 2" to length and width for
wrap-around bumpers.
Shipping weight-200
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Model ACS-ST mobile cup and saucer dispenser. Model ACS-STH mobile heated cup and saucer dispenser.
Shown with optional wrap-around bumper.
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ACS-STRR ACS-STHRR

Model# Tray Size Length (F) Width (E) Height

ACS-ST-1020 10 X 20 27 15/16 26 5/8 36

ACS-ST-1420 14 X 20 32      28      36

ACS-ST-2020 20 X 20 37  7/16 27 1/8 36

AC-STH-1020 10 X 20 27 15/16 26 5/8 36

ACS-STH-1420 14 X 20 32      28      36

ACS-STH-2020 20 X 20 37  7/16 27 1/8 36

KaTom Restaurant Supply, Inc.




